Thursday, May 7, 2015

Location: U.S. Census Bureau, Suitland, MD (Metro: Suitland) [afternoon events require registration]

1:30-2:30 PI-only meeting [room 4]

12:00-2:30 Meetings between NCRN and Census collaborators (self-organized or contact adrm.ncrn@census.gov and/or info@ncrn.info), general or specific discussions

- 1:00-1:30 Preliminary inquiry, confidentiality and record linkage (nodes present: Duke, Cornell), Room 4
- 2:30-3:30 Geo issues (nodes present: Missouri, Colorado/Tennessee), Room 4

2:30-3:00 Coffee break (Location: TBD)

3:00-4:30 Research presentations

- Room 1:
  - Rapid Cycle Evaluation for Field Operations (Benjamin Reist, CAD)
  - The SIPP Adaptive Workload Project (Gina Walejko, CAD)
  - Usability testing of the ACS on Smartphones & Tablets: Why we must optimize for mobile and what happens when we don't. (Erica L Olmsted Hawala, CSM)
  - Enhancing Operational Efficiency: Using paradata to improve the data collection process (Rachael Walsh, CSM)

- Room 2:
  - Simulating tax liabilities in PSID (Luke Shaefer, U Michigan node) [poverty measures]
  - SWELL (Summer Workgroup for Employer List Linking) presentation/discussion (Mark Kutzbach, CES)

- Room 3:
  - CED²AR presentation: DDI-based tools and processes (metadata generation, collaborative editing, other uses) (Lars Vilhuber and Ben Perry, Cornell node)

3:00-4:30 Meetings between NCRN and Census collaborators (self-organized)

4:30-5:30 PI Meeting with Director Thompson, Deputy Director Potok, and Bureau staff (by invitation only, Room 4)
Location: Downtown DC (Lebanese Taverna)

7:00-9:00 Invitation-only event: Group dinner [joint with CNSTAT, registration required, fee $36, cash bar]

**Friday, May 8, 2015 (joint with National Academy of Sciences)**

The May 8, 2015 program and registration links can be found at [http://www.ncrn.info/event/ncrn-meeting-spring-2015](http://www.ncrn.info/event/ncrn-meeting-spring-2015).